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Good morning. I am delighted to be here. This is my eighth trip to China and I have
always enjoyed a warm welcome. But, apart from learning about the fascinating history and
culture of China, what I have truly found remarkable in my visits is how quickly Chinese
competition agencies, judges, and academics have advanced in their antitrust thinking. I am
delighted to join the discussion with my Chinese colleagues once again.
Competition law typically scrutinizes private business conduct for anticompetitive
effects. It is thus unremarkable that, since the advent of China’s antimonopoly law (AML),
antitrust enforcers, scholars, and industry observers have primarily focused on how the Chinese
antitrust system treats private business behavior, such as mergers, resale pricing, and the
licensing of intellectual property. As an FTC Commissioner and former head of the
Commission’s competition advocacy program, however, I have learned that competition officials
must be alert to threats to competition from many sources, including from government itself.1
The AML has always prohibited anticompetitive government behavior, but that provision
has received relatively little attention, until now. As you know, in June 2016, the Chinese State
Council promulgated an opinion establishing a “Fair Competition Review System” to further a
unified, competitive market by preventing “excessive and inappropriate government intervention
in market[s]. . . .”2
I applaud the Chinese agencies’ efforts to widen their oversight to include undue
government restraints on competition. Although competition enforcers properly focus on private
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anticompetitive conduct, that is only part of the task of fostering a robust market economy.
Blocking only one channel of anticompetitive behavior—private conduct—does not stop and
may actually increase pressure on the other channel—government-sponsored or -sheltered
anticompetitive behavior.3
China is emerging from a long period with a state-controlled economy, and it is thus
unsurprising that anticompetitive regulatory approaches or mindsets remain. The State Council
Opinion itself identified these vestiges, such as “local protectionism, regional blockade, industry
barriers, business monopoly, granting preferential policies in violation of the law or illegally
prejudicing the interests of market players[.]”4 But even in a long-established free-market
system, such as the United States, parties often seek through government regulation what they
cannot lawfully obtain through private activity, whether it be a fixed price, a divided market, or
the exclusion of upstart rivals.
Anticompetitive restraints are not only less risky to attain through government fiat than
by private action, they are also easier to enforce. The government can exclude new rivals or
maverick incumbents by law enforcement or by limiting licenses for providers, without regard to
demand.
Consumers are poorly positioned to counter these efforts politically, as the economic
theory of regulation long recognized.5 Their interests are unorganized and the costs associated
with the anticompetitive restraint for any individual consumer is typically small. Thus, it is hard
to marshal political pressure for consumer interests. By contrast, the entities that seek shelter
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from competition are organized firms or trade associations that reap concentrated benefits, and
they can generate focused political pressure for the restrictions. In an already highly regulatory
environment, competitors have many opportunities to use regulatory mechanisms to keep out
competitors.6
Competition officials can rebalance the scales by scrutinizing anticompetitive regulation.
They can be a voice for consumer interests in a discussion that might otherwise be dominated by
organized interests seeking government protection from competition. They can also give
unbiased guidance to regulators who are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with market competition.
In the language of the economic theory of regulation, they can help to solve “consumers’
collective action problem by acting within the political system to advocate for regulations that do
not restrict competition unless there is a compelling consumer protection rationale for imposing
such costs on consumers.”7
This morning, I will discuss approaches for identifying and combating anticompetitive
government regulation. I hope these approaches, while helpful for any competition official, may
be particularly useful to Chinese officials as they employ their Fair Competition Review
Mechanism. My views reflect regulatory theory combined with my previous experience leading
the FTC’s competition advocacy program, which oversees the Commission’s efforts to persuade
government policymakers to pursue policies that promote competition and enhance consumer
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choice. I will also draw on my years as a Commissioner, during which I have continued to
advocate for removing barriers to competition.8
The task of challenging anticompetitive regulation is undoubtedly a large one for Chinese
officials, given the vestiges of a planned economy. As preeminent Chinese antitrust scholar and
our host Professor Huang observed, the problem of administrative monopoly in China arises
from two factors. The first is a tradition “hundreds of years old” that “state power controls every
single aspect of the society’s economic life.”9 The second is “the current political and economic
structure, which has closely linked monopoly enterprises to the government since the 1949
revolution.”10
Although their task may be bigger, Chinese officials enjoy some advantages over U.S.
competition officials in challenging anticompetitive regulation. The U.S. political system
comprises individual sovereign states in a federal system. Hence, states can lawfully limit
competition, as the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Parker vs. Brown.11 Thus, the FTC and
Justice Department do not always have the power to challenge such state-imposed restraints on
trade.
By contrast, the Fair Competition Review Mechanism allows Chinese competition
officials to challenge anticompetitive government action broadly. Further, the Review
Mechanism requires departments under the State Council and provincial governments to include
a competition review when drafting new regulations and policies. If they fail to include such a
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review, they cannot submit their proposals to higher authorities for approval. They must also
gradually phase out existing anticompetitive regulations and practices.
Given this new tool, how can Chinese competition officials focus their attention most
fruitfully? The FTC’s experience with competition advocacy may provide some useful guidance.
A key insight is that a market economy is not only the best method for distributing resources, it
also provides fundamental protection to consumers in terms of price, quality, and convenience.12
But, we all recognize that some regulation is often necessary, even in a free-market system. So,
how can a competition official discern whether an individual regulation serves consumer
interests?
Proponents of particular regulations often portray them as necessary to protect consumers
from harms, such as poor-quality goods or services. While some such justifications are well
founded, others may be false, exaggerated or self-serving. Those who champion protectionist
regulations may find a sympathetic audience in well-intentioned regulators who lack confidence
in market forces and seek to replace those forces with price controls,13 excessive quality
standards,14 and limited licensing.15
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The Opinion by the State Council enumerates certain types of suspect regulations,
including discriminatory access conditions; policies that discriminate against non-local or
imported goods, services, bidders, or investments; preferential policies favoring certain
businesses; and disclosures of sensitive information about business operations. It also provides
for exceptions based on national, economic, or cultural security; defense construction; disaster
relief; poverty reduction; energy conservation; environmental concerns; and other circumstances
prescribed by law.
One guide I would offer for assessing whether government regulations best serve
consumer—rather than competitor—interests is a time-tested U.S. Executive Order from 1993,
Order 12866.16
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
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Each agency shall identify the problem that it intends to address (including, where applicable, the failures
of private markets or public institutions that warrant new agency action) as well as assess the significance
of that problem.
Each agency shall examine whether existing regulations (or other law) have created, or contributed to, the
problem that a new regulation is intended to correct and whether those regulations (or other laws) should be
modified to achieve the intended goal of regulation more effectively.
Each agency shall identify and assess available alternatives to direct regulation, including providing
economic incentives to encourage the desired behavior or providing information upon which choices can be
made by the public.
In setting regulatory priorities, each agency shall consider, to the extent reasonable, the degree and nature
of the risks posed by various substances or activities within its jurisdiction.
When an agency determines that a regulation is the best available method of achieving the regulatory
objective, it shall design its regulations in the most cost-effective manner to achieve the regulatory
objective. In doing so, each agency shall consider incentives for innovation, consistency, predictability, the
costs of enforcement and compliance (to the government, regulated entities, and the public), flexibility,
distributive impacts, and equity.
Each agency shall assess both the costs and benefits of the intended regulation and, recognizing that some
costs and benefits are difficult to quantify, propose or adopt a regulation only upon a reasoned
determination that the benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs.
Each agency shall base its decisions on the best reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, and
other information concerning the need for, and consequences of, the intended regulation.
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Establishing a regulatory philosophy, this Order offered twelve principles for federal
agencies to use in deciding whether and how to regulate. Its purpose is to ensure that a regulation
benefits the public. It requires the regulator to identify a significant market failure or systemic
problem, to evaluate alternative approaches to regulation, to choose the regulatory action that
maximizes net benefits, to base the proposal on strong economic evidence, and to understand the
expected effects of the regulation on those it hurts and benefits. An analysis using the Order
12866 principles can reduce the lingering effects of a planned economy, where businesses
needed government approval before taking most actions.
Another path is to focus on competitor control over market entry, or what I call the
“Brother, May I?” problem.17 In this situation, “would-be entrants are effectively required to
obtain permission from incumbent competitors to enter or expand within a particular market.”18
This arises when a trade or professional association controls licensing or terms of services or
when active market participants control a government body that regulates their business.
One of the best ways to identify anticompetitive regulations is through in-depth research
in particular industries. The FTC has often done this through workshops focused on specific
industries.
8.

Each agency shall identify and assess alternative forms of regulation and shall, to the extent feasible,
specify performance objectives, rather than specifying the behavior or manner of compliance that regulated
entities must adopt.
9. Wherever feasible, agencies shall seek views of appropriate state, local, and tribal officials before imposing
regulatory requirements that might significantly or uniquely affect those governmental entities.
10. Each agency shall avoid regulations that are inconsistent, incompatible, or duplicative with its other
regulations or those of other federal agencies.
11. Each agency shall tailor its regulations to impose the least burden on society, including individuals,
businesses of differing sizes, and other entities, consistent with obtaining the regulatory objectives, taking
into account, among other things, and to the extent practicable, the costs of cumulative regulations.
12. Each agency shall draft its regulations to be simple and easy to understand, with the goal of minimizing the
potential for uncertainty and litigation arising from such uncertainty.
Id. s 1(b).
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Such workshops have often led to reports, economic research, and suggestions for how to
remove regulatory barriers to competition in the market. Moreover, the attention official interest
brings to a topic often sparks legal and economic research by academics, whose work adds
knowledge about competition issues in a particular industry.
The FTC is not alone in this effort. The U.K. Competition and Markets Authority, and its
predecessor, the Office of Fair Trading have conducted market studies to evaluate government
regulation.19 In one of its reports, the Office of Fair Trading endorsed market studies as a way to
“examine restrictions on competition that can arise through Government regulation or public
policy.”20 In another example, the (then-named) Irish Competition Authority examined the legal
profession in 2006 and found it was “permeated with unnecessary and disproportionate
restrictions on competition which should be removed[.]”21 Among the identified restrictions were
entry restraints imposed by the Law Society and King’s Inns, which are private professional
associations that control access to the market for legal services. The Authority recommended
reforms, some of which the legislature subsequently enacted into law.22
Anticompetitive restrictions appear in various guises, whether in law directly or through
public policies that allow private entities to control entry in the market. Competition officials
thus enjoy a wealth of targets when looking for such restrictions. The real challenge lies in
selecting topics that provide the most consumer benefit.
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The FTC has generally focused its research, advocacy, and enforcement in healthcare;
other expensive transactions for consumers, such as home purchases and mortgages; and
emerging technology-driven business models, such as online sales and the sharing economy.
A recurring problem that I have seen many times is an effort by entrenched incumbents to
use government regulation or the rules of an association of competitors to restrict market entry
by an upstart competitor that uses new technology to unbundle services and offer them at a lower
price. Competition officials should be alert to such attempts by incumbents to cement into place
restrictions that prevent consumers from enjoying the increased competition brought by new
technologies. Frequently, industry argues such restrictions are necessary to protect consumers
from low quality offerings but government officials should examine these arguments carefully
and require evidence of consumer harm.
Chinese antitrust enforcers might look first to sectors of their economy with similar
characteristics to search out regulations that deter competition and harm consumers.
In conclusion, given China’s past state-controlled economy, it is unsurprising that
anticompetitive regulatory approaches or mindsets remain. In a market system, however,
consumer demand should determine products and business models. Misguided government
regulation can foreclose competition, and regulators should be alert to regulations that favor
particular competitors. Whether the state picks winners and losers itself or effectively delegates
that role to self-interested actors makes little difference. Either way, consumers pay the price.
Thus, I wish the Chinese AML agencies well in using the Fair Competition Review Mechanism
and hope that they find the FTC’s experience helpful to their efforts.
Thank you.
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